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New english file. Elementary. Student's
book-Workbook. Without key. Per le
Scuole superiori. Con Multi-ROM
The Elementary coursebook that gets students
talking, and that helps teachers and students more
than any other.

English File
English File Third Edition Pre
Intermediate Student Book (Uk)
Split editions of the New English File series, with
Student's Book and Workbook in one.

New English File
The Grammar of the English Tense
System
English File: Elementary: Workbook
Without Key and IChecker
The Grammar of the English Tense System forms the
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first volume of a four-volume set, The Grammar of the
English Verb Phrase. The other volumes, to appear
over the next few years, will deal with mood and
modality, aspect and voice. The book aims to provide
a grammar of tense which can be used both as an
advanced reference grammar (for example by MAlevel or postgraduate students of English or
linguistics) and as a scientific study which can act as
a basis for and stimulus to further research. It
provides not only a wealth of data but also a unique
framework for the study of the English tense system,
which achieves great predictive and explanatory
power on the basis of a limited number of relatively
simple rules. The framework provided allows for an
analysis of the semantics of individual tenses which
reflects the role of tenses not only in locating
situations in time relative to speech time but also in
relating situations in time relative to one another to
form temporally coherent discourse. Attention is paid
to the relations between tenses. On the one hand, we
can identify sets of tenses linked to particular
temporal areas such as the past or the future. These
sets of tenses provide for the expression of a system
of temporal relations in a stretch of discourse in which
all the situations are located within the same
temporal area. On the other hand, there are many
contexts in which speakers might in theory choose
between two or more tenses to locate a situation
(e.g., when we choose between the past tense and
the present perfect to locate a situation before
speech time), and the book examines the difference
that a choice of one or the other tense may make
within a discourse context. The book moves from a
detailed exploration of the meaning and use of
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individual tenses to a thorough analysis of the way in
which tenses can be seen to function together as
sets, and finally to a detailed examination of tenses
in, and tenses interacting with, temporal adverbials.
Original data is used frequently throughout the book
to illustrate the theory discussed.

English File - Beginner
face2face Elementary Student's Book
English File's unique, lively and enjoyable lessons are
renowned for getting students talking. In fact, 90% of
English File teachers we surveyed in our impact study
found that the course improves students' speaking
skills. communication and language practice than
ever before, helping students develop relevant
communication skills they can use immediately in the
workplace.

New English File
The "E-Learning Methodologies" guide will support
professionals involved in the design and development
of e-learning projects and products. The guide reviews
the basic concepts of e-learning with a focus on adult
learning, and introduces the various activities and
roles involved in an e-learning project. The guide
covers methodologies and tips for creating interactive
content and for facilitating online learning, as well as
some of the technologies used to create and deliver elearning.
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American English File 3E Level 1
Workbook
American English File Second Edition retains the
popular methodology developed by world-renowned
authors Christina Latham-Koenig and Clive Oxenden:
language + motivation = opportunity. With grammar,
vocabulary, and pronunciation practice in every
lesson, students are equipped with a solid foundation
for successful speaking. Plus - an array of digital
resources provides even more choice and flexibility.
Students can learn in the classroom or on the move
with Online Practice. language assessment. The first
goal is to explore the difference between fairness and
justice in language assessment. The authors
distinguish internal and external dimensions of the
equitable and just treatment of individuals taking
language tests which are used as gatekeeping
devices to determine access to education and
employment, immigrant status, citizenship, and other
rights. The second goal is to show how the extent of
test fairness can be demonstrated and improved
using the tools of psychometrics, in particular the
models collectively known as Rasch measurement.
“This book will have an enormous impact on the field
of language assessment. Using Rasch analysis models
to explore and identify sources of unfairness, the
authors make a compelling case for fairness in the
design and implementation of language assessment
instruments and for justice in the interpretation and
use of test results. A real strength of the book is that
it guides readers through analytical techniques in an
accessible way.” Dan Douglas, Professor Emeritus,
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Applied Linguistics Program, Iowa State University.

Be A People Person
This practical resource shows you how to apply Sam
Wineburgs highly acclaimed approach to teaching,
"Reading Like a Historian," in your middle and high
school classroom to increase academic literacy and
spark students curiosity. Chapters cover key
moments in American history, beginning with
exploration and colonization and ending with the
Cuban Missile Crisis.

New English File Pre-Intermediate
English File Elementary Student's Book is suitable for
CEFR level A1-A2English File, third edition, provides a
balance of grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation and
skills to give students the right mix of language and
motivation to get them talking.With lively lessons and
engaging topics, classes are enjoyable and provide
opportunity for students to practise and
improve.Support for teachers includes a Teacher's
Book with over 100 photocopiables along with extra
tips and ideas. The Classroom Presentation Tool
brings your classroom to life with the Student's Book
and Workbook on-screen and interactive.

Success International English Skills for
IGCSE Student's Book
English File 4E Elementary Student Book
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The course that gets students talking - now available
in American English.

English File third edition: Intermediate:
Workbook without key
New English File
Fun, motivating lessons that work: The perfect
balance of grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation, and
skills to get your students speaking English with
confidence. A complete package for teachers and
students: The Teachers Book gives you the support
you need, and all the components work together for
more effective learning. Council of Europe level A1:
New English File Elementary covers Council of Europe
Level A1 and leads into A2.

New english file. Elementary. Student's
book-Workbook without key-Answers
book. Per le Scuole superiori. Con MultiROM
TheSolutions 2nd Edition Teacher's Book provides a
comprehensive package to support Solutions
teachers, and is perfect for mixed-ability classrooms.

English as a Foreign Language for Deaf
and Hard-of-Hearing Persons
English File Third Edition Advanced is suitable for
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CEFR level C1.English File Third Edition provides a
comprehensive package of completely new lessons,
and up-to-date texts. A proven balance of grammar,
vocabulary, pronunciation and skills gives students
the language they need, and fresh, lively lessons and
engaging topics make classes enjoyable and provide
the motivation and opportunity to practice and
improve.English File Third Edition Teacher's Book
provides comprehensive support for teachers with full
notes, extra tips and ideas. Maximise your teaching
time with over 70 photocopiable activities
including:Communicative activity for every
lessonsGrammar activity for every Grammar
BankVocabulary activity for every Vocabulary
BankSong activity for every File The Teacher's Book
Test and Assessment CD-ROM enables teachers to
track progress and improve classroom management
with:Quick testsFile testsProgress testsEnd of course
testsA & B versions to help classroom
managementWord and PDF formats for easy
customisation

English File 4E Elementary Work Book
without answers
Deaf and hard-of-hearing students form a specific
group of foreign language learners. They need to use
foreign languages just like their hearing peers if they
want to enjoy the same benefits of globalization and
technical advancements of today, yet they cannot
take part in the same foreign language education. As
sign language users, lip-readers or persons relying on
hearing aids or cochlear implants in their everyday
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communication, they need special support in learning
a foreign language. This book has been written by
teachers and researchers involved in teaching English
as a foreign language (EFL) to deaf and hard-ofhearing students in various different European
countries, including the Czech Republic, France,
Hungary, Norway, Poland, and Serbia. The chapters
mirror both the authors’ personal journeys through
this field and give insight into various aspects of
empirical research into the foreign language
acquisition of hearing-impaired learners. They discuss
mainly the issue of specific methodology for teaching
EFL vocabulary, grammar, reading, writing and
speaking to deaf and hard-of-hearing persons and the
challenge of effective communication during the
classes via sign language, cued speech or the oral
approach. Special chapters are also devoted to EFL
teachers’ experience in special schools for the deaf.
Educators interested in practical advice, responses to
challenges and worked-out solutions to problems will
particularly welcome this book as a useful source of
ideas. It will also help novice teachers embarking on
their careers in English language education for deaf
and hard-of-hearing children and adults.

American English File 1
New English file
Being a leader means working with people, and that's
not always easy! Whether in your office, church,
neighborhood, or elsewhere, your interpersonal
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relationships can make or break you as a leader.
That's why it's so important to be a "people person"
and develop your skills in tapping that most precious
of all resources: people. In this powerful book,
America's leadership expert John Maxwell helps you:
discover and develop the qualities of an effective
"people person" improve your relationships in every
area of life understand and help difficult people
overcome differences and personality traits that can
cause friction inspire others to excellence and success
Loaded with life-enriching, life-changing principles for
relating positively and powerfully with your family,
friends, colleague, and clients, Be a People Person is
certain to help you bring out the best in others—and
that's what effective leadership is all about.

Solutions: Elementary: Teacher's Book
English File: Elementary Student's
Book/Workbook MultiPack B
Workbook with key (71 p.)
Offers complete in-depth preparation for the
Cambridge IGCSE in English as a Second Language
(E2L) examination. The revised edition of this highly
successful course offers complete preparation for all
papers of the Cambridge IGCSE in English as a Second
Language examination. The book is endorsed by
Cambridge for use with the revised syllabus. Key
features include: stimulating topics, international in
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perspective and relevant to IGCSE students
educational needs and interests; step-by-step
development of the four skills to build confidence and
competence; particular attention to developing a
mature writing style with a focus on tone, register and
audience awareness; exercises in grammar,
vocabulary and spelling.

English File
"Just when you thought it couldn't get any better!" A
new edition of the best-selling English File - the best
way to get your students talking.A blend of
completely new lessons, updated texts and activities,
together with the refreshing and fine-tuning of some
favourite lessons from New English File - English File
third edition provides the right mix of language,
motivation, and opportunity to get students
talking.English File third edition offers more support
for teachers and students. Teacher's Book provides
over 100 photocopiables to save preparation time,
plus extra tips and ideas. Classroom Presentation Tool
brings your classroom to life with the Student's Book
and Workbook, on-screen andinteractive.

New English File Elementary
The Elementary Student's Book provides 80 hours of
core teaching material, which can be extended to 120
hours with the inclusion of the photocopiable
resources in the Teacher's Book (with Teacher's DVD).
Vocabulary and Grammar are given equal importance
and there is a clear focus on improving student's
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listening and speaking skills in social situations. The
Student's Book includes optional video for the Real
World lessons (available on the Teacher's DVD) with
vocabulary selection informed by English Profile and
the Cambridge Learner Corpus. (Please note that the
face2face Second edition Class Audio CD's are
available separately).

American English File
"Texts must be interesting enough for students to
want to read them in their own language. Otherwise,
how can we expect students to want to read them in
English?" This is the authors' golden rule when they
choose texts and topics for every level of American
English File. It ensures you get material that learners
will enjoy reading and will want to talk about. Texts
such as "Could you live without money?'' really help
to generate opinion and discussion. They create a
desire to communicate. Having created the desire,
American English File then helps you to develop
learners' communication skills. One way it does this is
with a strong focus on pronunciation. Research shows
that poor pronunciation is a major contributor to
breakdowns in communication (Jennifer Jenkins: The
Phonology of English as an International Language).
American English File integrates pronunciation into
every lesson - the "little and often" approach. But
that's not all. The unique English File Sounds Chart
puts a picture to each sound in the phonetic alphabet,
so learners find it easier to remember the sounds and,
ultimately, improve their pronunciation.
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E-learning Methodologies
English File's unique, lively and enjoyable lessons are
renowned for getting students talking. In fact, 90% of
English File teachers we surveyed in our impact study
found that the course improves students' speaking
skills.

Engl file 3rd beg. Per le Scuole superiori
English File's unique, lively and enjoyable lessons are
renowned for getting students talkingEnglish File,
fourth edition, has been built on tried and trusted
methodology and contains uniquely motivating
lessons and activities that encourage students to
discuss topics with confidence.NEW TO THIS
EDITIONNew and updated texts, topics, and listenings,
based on feedback from English File teachersEach
Student Book comes with access to new Online
Practice, providing learners with extra practice and
activities for each FileOnline Practice includes new
Sound Bank videos, with the unique opportunity to
watch a native speaker pronounce the sound, and
new interactive videos where students can take part
in the drama themselvesNew video listening activities
are integrated into each even-numbered File. These
short documentaries and dramas make class time
more dynamic and excitingThe Classroom
Presentation Tool shows the course content on
screen, making it easier for you to deliver engaging
lessonsTeacher's Resource Centre allows you to
manage all English File resources and download
teaching materials in one place.Find out more here
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English File A1-A2 Elementary
New English File
The Pre-intermediate coursebook that gets students
talking, and that helps teachers and students more
than any other.

New English File
English File Pre-Intermediate Student's Book is
suitable for CEFR level A2-B1English File, third edition,
provides a balance of grammar, vocabulary,
pronunciation and skills to give students the right mix
of language and motivation to get them talking. With
lively lessons and engaging topics, classes are
enjoyable and provide opportunity for students to
practise and improve. Support for teachers includes a
Teacher's Book with over 100 photocopiables along
with extra tips and ideas. The Classroom Presentation
Tool brings your classroom to life with the Student's
Book and Workbook on-screen and interactive.

English File
English File Third Edition Elementary
Student Book (Uk)
English File
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English File. Elementary. Student's Book.
Per Le Scuole Superiori
Reading Like a Historian
English File
Grammar, pronunciation, and vocabulary practice for
every unit Extra vocabulary - More Words to Learn
Check What You Know

English File 3e Upper-intermediate
Workbook with Key
"Just when you thought it couldn't get any better!" A
new edition of the best-selling English File - the best
way to get your students talking.A blend of
completely new lessons, updated texts and activities,
together with the refreshing and fine-tuning of some
favourite lessons from New English File - English File
third edition provides the right mix of language,
motivation, and opportunity to get students
talking.English File third edition offers more support
for teachers and students. Teacher's Book provides
over 100 photocopiables to save preparation time,
plus extra tips and ideas. Classroom Presentation Tool
brings your classroom to life with the Student's Book
and Workbook, on-screen andinteractive.
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English File. Elementary Student's Book
& ITutor Pack (DE/AT/CH)
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